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RECOLLECTION OF THE FALL

He hid from the sun but it found him by reflection
Arranged by chance in a room wrecked by crusades
Thumbing through sharp thoughts with a thimble
Opening the lost words with a curmudgeon’s scowl
Seeing the old nuns play as birds in the shadow
Of the monastery coaxing gardens from their chaste hands
He could use these patterns without any precise plan
Spiral in his thoughts on the lines of his left palm
If only he could add his own codicil to the will of the past
But his attention waned and some crazed warmth
Touched his arm and he wouldn’t pull back
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We dragged the lake in his honor
Found guns and knives shoes and tires
Privately I was building my own reliquary
Out of old grotto tiles and anti-slip desires
He was the elbow kind the double-fisted 
Crooner on the vacation of planets
Misted over for mute presentation
He broke his ankle kicking a deck chair
Slipped the fog that arrived distressed
We covered the furniture in his wake
Bushes exploded with flowers after him
Secretly I had borne his spotted child
Climbed the mottled mountain speaking
With trembling clouds all the while

ADORATION
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APROPOS OF THE PORTABLE MAN

There he was
At the smallest possible event
Sparrows bathing in spring dust 
While the retired rabble-rouser read the precious book
The least likely book with its hidden yet outsized look
Always there no matter how many times turned to
Hidden in the jumble of the bookshelf
The thinnest waters trickling over the rock
Cracking the rock in time to reveal
Tiny circles of domestic doubt
Veins of color from earth tones to purple
Geese in enormous flocks worried the marshes
But this was diminutive as well
Spying on the algae with opera glasses
The chamber orchestra composed itself
Around each step he took
Over each pocket he picked
And purse he pinched
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The act of burying himself under a weight of color
Predicted the arrival of partridges in their speckled browns
The flash of vermillion at their beaks
The cloying pinks of flesh without meaning
Simply spurring desire to its domestic end
The blacks and whites advancing militarily
Setting up governments with highlights and shadows
Inspiring conversations he would never hear
But could summarize in a compressed space
Then disappear before any questions were asked
To let his animals out of their pens so he could
Watch them disturb the pampas grass beyond
The stubble field brushing the unruly air
With their soft blur of pale pigment rooted
Firmly to the dark below

A WEIGHT OF COLOR
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THE LITTLE ICE AGE

He had it right when he said
And they sat around debating
The tragedies of the Little Ice Age
Some believing the conclusive evidence
Did or didn’t exist others pointing to
Depictions of winter in European painting of the time
Discrepancies in the look of trees and men
He had chanced upon some truth when he said
But they ignored him and his fragments
Lost as he was in the minor and major disasters
Which occurred daily in the body
After a long operation on some troubled part
Days without rest in the encampments
He had it on good authority he said
These intermediate interludes would rudely pick up again 
And just as soon depart leaving mouths agape
Arguments lost in the ground
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Reclining on one elbow to eat and drink
The duplicate of a Roman of a certain class
Aware and unaware of the hardy beasts in the courtyard
Which had wintered with success and now frolicked
In a frenzy over what was to come
Expeditions without purpose to glittering parlors
Talk that went nowhere and unfocused eyes
Multiplied in the crystal
The last time they had met among the cauliflowers
In the moonlight they were younger and in continual distress
We all exchanged postcards from the continent that summer
Breezy words in a loose script about how amused we were
How happy though so-and-so had gone mad
How terrible horrible to see a dog transform into a man
How he would turn back too soon
How our excitement would end as it began

SOME INESCAPABLE DOOM
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A SUDDEN DECORATIVE RAIN

He stepped out of his shoes quite easily
As a dancer might turn a phrase without meaning
Or the fearless descend to hell with a wink
The party in full bloom before drink had made it wild
Or dulled the edges of its wit was sprawled
Across rooms which led to courtyards and pools
Architects amused by fools as if an ancient print had come to life
Prisoners let out for the occasion forced into performing 
The most arduous nude tableau in successive parts
Hosts fanned out among the glittering guests
All peacocks and plumes chortles and grunts
Chemical smiles and one eye on the clouds hunching down
When it began to pour models ran with high heels in their hands
An image impressed on the coat of arms
Of our humorous yet detached hero-of-sorts
Whose cohorts exclusive in age and filigree
All in a sprint for the sliding doors
Our man used the ruckus to disappear as a horse
Got loose from the stables and paraded on the lawn
In spasms of fear from every bellow and flash of the storm


